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Why it’s time to redefine
‘core’ fixed income ETFs
Our guiding principle in creating ranges of ETFs is that investors should expect
more than what is currently available to them given the quickly changing
investment landscape. What does this mean in practice for fixed income?
The integration of environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) principles is increasingly
becoming a requirement for many investors.
The liquidity of bond universes is also important to
investors, while at the same time considering the
potential performance impact that additional
liquidity thresholds can bring. And we know an
increasing number of investors expect their asset
manager to recognise the inefficiencies that can
exist in traditional market-cap indices, and in
recognising these seek to take advantage of added
value opportunities should they arise.
We therefore believe investors should expect more
than just competitive fees:

•
•

ESG integration as standard

•

Features that seek to bring value to the portfolio
based on the experience of portfolio managers
at the cutting edge of bond markets

Investment strategies that consider portfolio
and individual bond liquidity while being
cognisant of the potential performance
trade-offs

Especially in fixed income, in our view, proactive steps
need to be taken in both the design of the investment
strategy and in the management of the portfolio.
This brochure will cover each of these points in
greater detail but, first, we want to focus on ESG

Howie Li

Head of ETFs
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considerations. ESG factors are financially material
when investors look forward and we don’t believe
that the traditional market-cap index strategies first
conceptualised so many years ago are able to
address ESG-related risks.
We therefore encourage investors to scrutinise their
fixed income exposures more closely, particularly
when it comes to embedding ESG standards as a
way to mitigate risks, unearth investment
opportunities and align returns to a long-term
horizon. Moreover, as part of LGIM, we have a duty
to our clients to help bring about a more sustainable
world through responsible investing. This brochure
will set out how we took active steps to reflect these
convictions in our core fixed income ETFs.
The following pages will also elaborate on a
number of additional techniques we have built into
our fixed income ETFs to help investors extract
more value from the asset class. These are based
on our proactive research into inefficiencies and
opportunities in the fixed income markets and are
transparently implemented in a manner that seeks
to benefit from LGIM’s scale and experience in fixed
income investing.
With all this in mind, we believe our fixed income ETF
range is responsibly built and responsibly managed
to tackle the future challenges facing this asset class
– precisely what investors should expect.

Lee Collins

Head of Index
Fixed Income
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Investors should
expect more from
core fixed income
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Expect more with our fixed
income ETFs
Our entire range of core fixed income ETFs provides:
ESG integration as standard…
…with a liquidity-aware approach…
…and three integrated techniques to deliver value
through index construction
Starting with JPMorgan’s best-in-class ESG issuer scoring and index methodology, we used
our experience and expertise in fixed-income index management to proactively design index
customisations that we believe will better manage risks and add value.

1

Partnering with
JPMorgan

ESG as standard
Our fixed income ETF range is purpose built to give
investors core fixed income exposure with ESG
integration as standard. We have created this range of
strategies by working closely with JPMorgan, drawing on
its ESG indices.

Investing more in issuers with strong
ESG profiles
Our ETFs will have a higher allocation to green bonds and
bonds with the highest ESG scores. JPMorgan analyses
each issuer in the index universe and attributes scores
based on proprietary data from experienced ESG data
researchers (RepRisk and Sustainalytics). Our ESG-aware
core fixed income ETFs allocate proportionally more to
issuers with better ESG scores and to green bonds, while
retaining a very high level of correlation to traditional
indices.1 JPMorgan calculates ESG scores for more than
5,000 issuers from 173 countries each day to ensure that
we have a responsive ESG strategy in these ETFs.2

1

2

4

Removing the issuers with the weakest
ESG profiles
To eliminate exposure to poor ESG performers, our
ETFs will additionally exclude:

•
•

Weapons manufacturers

•
•
•

Perennial violators of the UN Global Compact

Pure coal miners (companies which derive more
of their revenues from coal extraction than any
other venture)
Tobacco companies
Oil sands (from 29 January 2021)

To enhance the strategies’ ESG profile further, the
lowest-scoring band of issuers is also excluded in
accordance with JPMorgan’s ESG scoring approach.
Exclusion criteria are regularly reviewed and we will actively
participate in these discussions with the index provider.

Source: JP Morgan, JESG on Cloud Seven, May 2020; JPMorgan’s ESG indices have had a greater than 99% correlation to their non-ESG
equivalents since their inception seven years ago.
Source: JPMorgan, August 2020.
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Why we partnered with
JPMorgan for these indices
Following a rigorous selection process, we chose to work with
JPMorgan on our fixed income ETFs for a number of key reasons:

•

Expertise: JPMorgan has been constructing fixed income indices
for over 30 years; it now offers more than 10,000 bond indices,
against which over $1 trillion is benchmarked (as at August 2020).

•

ESG: JPMorgan’s ESG approach synthesises a wide range of
external ESG rating agency views and common ESG exclusions
into a transparent and standardised index methodology, which
aligns with our ESG thinking.

•

Embracing customisations: JPMorgan embraced our commitment
to active index design and willingness to challenge traditional index
design concepts to improve investor outcomes. Through this
partnership, we have incorporated customisations into our index
design that, in our experience managing other fixed income index
funds, have been demonstrated to create value for investors.

Sustainalytics
raw scores
Independent
scores feed into

RepRisk
raw scores

JPM ESG
Score

Upgrade for
Green Bond

(3-month rolling
average)

(Climate bond
initiative)

Exclude
worst ESG scores,
controversial
sectors &
UNGC
violators

Index
tilted
to JPM
ESG
scores

LGIM customisations
Liquidityaware
approach

Three integrated
techniques to
deliver value by
avoiding the
crowds

The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up. You may not get back the amount you
originally invested.
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Adding value through
LGIM's expertise

2

3

Liquidity-aware approach
in the strategy and in
managing the portfolio

Three integrated
techniques to deliver value
by avoiding the crowds

Our range aims to benefit from an index approach that
is optimised for liquidity and benefits from the expertise
of our index portfolio managers and our fixed income
dealing team.

LGIM’s index and active fixed income teams manage
$236 billion in assets.3

We have built into the strategies increased minimum
issuance thresholds relative to traditional benchmarks,
with the aim of improving the overall liquidity of the
investment strategy. However, simply applying high
minimum issuance thresholds may not be sufficient to
produce the best outcome for investors. Our experienced
portfolio managers have for many years analysed these
trade-offs and defined thresholds to ensure the overall
portfolio has the desired liquidity characteristics, without
giving up diversification or illiquidity premium benefits.

Through this experience, we have developed a few
techniques to deliver more value when investing in
bonds; for the benefit of our investors, we are
transparently incorporating these into the investment
strategy of these ETFs.
Holding on to fallen angels
By being able to hold on to bonds which are downgraded
from investment grade to high yield for up to six months,
we aim to benefit from the expected reversal in
underperformance from these bonds whose
fundamentals may remain strong despite short-term
valuation changes (see charts opposite).
This means we can extract value from attractive bonds
that have been affected by crowds forced to sell upon
downgrades.
Lower maturity thresholds
Fixed income indices typically exclude bonds once their
maturity reaches one year, prompting most portfolio
managers to sell these holdings en masse. We have
reduced this maturity threshold to allow us to hold on to
bonds closer to maturity and avoid the crowded trades
which can occur around the one-year mark.
This means we can avoid the rush to sell where one-way
liquidity can negatively impact performance.
Reinvesting coupons immediately
By aiming to reinvest cash generated from coupons
immediately rather than at the end of the month, we keep
our investors fully invested rather than holding excess cash
throughout the year.
This means we can put investors’ cash to work when we
receive it rather than waiting for arbitrary dates.

3

6

Source: LGIM, as at 30 June 2020.
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Bonds’ relative performance deteriorates strongly ahead of a ratings downgrade,
but steadily recovers to outperform afterwards
Bonds’ performance relative to investment grade index, six months before and after downgrade.
'Fallen Angels' – 6 months before downgrade relative
performance versus IG index (cumulative)
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Sources: LGIM, Bloomberg and Markit iBoxx. Analysis covers period from 1 January 2012 to 30 June 2020.
Past performance is not a guide to the future. The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as
well as up. You may not get back the amount you originally invested.
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Learn about our funds
Core fixed income ETFs
Fund name

Index

ISIN

TER

Currency

Ticker and
exchange

L&G UK Gilt 0-5 Year
UCITS ETF

J.P. Morgan GBI UK Short-Term
Custom Maturity Index

IE00BLRPQK69

0.06%

GBp

LSE – UKG5

L&G ESG Emerging Markets
Government Bond (USD)
0-5 Year UCITS ETF

J.P. Morgan ESG EMBI Global
Diversified Short-Term Custom
Maturity Index

IE00BLRPQP15

0.25%

EUR

Borsa Italiana –
EMD5

EUR

Deutsche
BÖrse – EMA5

USD

LSE – EMD5

GBp

LSE – EMDG

L&G ESG GBP Corporate Bond
0-5 Year UCITS ETF

J.P. Morgan GCI ESG Investment
Grade GBP Short-Term Custom
Maturity Index

IE00BLRPQN90

0.09%

GBp

LSE – GBP5

L&G ESG GBP Corporate Bond
UCITS ETF

J.P. Morgan GCI ESG Investment
Grade GBP Custom Maturity Index

IE00BLRPQM83

0.09%

GBp

LSE – GBPC

L&G ESG China CNY Bond
UCITS ETF

J.P. Morgan China Custom Liquid
ESG Capped Index

IE00BLRPQL76

0.30%

EUR

Borsa Italiana –
DRGN

EUR

Deutsche
BÖrse – DRGN

USD

LSE – DRGN

GBp

LSE – DRGG

EUR

Borsa Italiana –
USDC

EUR

Deutsche
BÖrse – USAB

GBp

LSE – USDG

USD

LSE – USDC

EUR

Borsa Italiana –
EMUS

EUR

Deutsche
BÖrse – EMAB

GBp

LSE – EMUG

USD

LSE – EMUS

EUR

LSE – GBND

GBp

LSE – GBNG

EUR

Borsa Italiana –
GBND

EUR

Deutsche
BÖrse – GBNB

USD

LSE – TIGR

GBp

LSE – TIGG

EUR

Borsa Italiana –
TIGR

EUR

Deutsche Börse
– TIGR

L&G ESG USD Corporate Bond
UCITS ETF

L&G ESG Emerging
Markets Corporate Bond (USD)
UCITS ETF

L&G ESG Green Bond
UCITS ETF

L&G India INR Government
Bond UCITS ETF
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J.P. Morgan ESG Global Credit
(GCI) Investment Grade USD
Custom Maturity Index

J.P. Morgan ESG CEMBI
Broad Diversified Custom Maturity
Index

J.P. Morgan ESG Green Bond
Focus Index

IE00BLRPRD67

IE00BLRPRF81

IE00BMYDMD58

J.P. Morgan India Government Fully IE00BL6K6H97
Accessible Route (FAR) Bonds
Index

0.09%

0.35%

0.25%

0.39%
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Four benefits of the ETF
structure in fixed income:
Accessibility

Liquidity

Fixed income ETFs allow investors to
buy and sell the asset class simply and
transparently

Fixed income ETFs can provide access
to an additional layer of liquidity in times
of market stress, as demonstrated in the
first quarter of 20205

Versatility

Pricing

Transparent, rules-based portfolios
aim to help investors use fixed income
ETFs strategically or tactically

Fixed income ETFs are priced
throughout the day, so can process
information about the bond market more
quickly than other investment vehicles

Focus on incorporating ESG without
compromising on a core risk/return profile

How our core ETFs can be used in asset
allocation

These funds aim to have a high correlation to non-ESG
index equivalents to provide an attractive core fixed
income allocation that’s more attuned to the new realities
of bond investing.

Strategic investments

Starting from a strong baseline with our index partner at
JPMorgan, we have built the additional features
described on page 6 into the investment strategies based
on JPMorgan’s ESG indices, which have a greater than
99% correlation to their non-ESG equivalents since their
inception seven years ago, while showing an
improvement in ESG profile by as much as 18%.4
The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not
guaranteed and can go down as well as up. You may not get back
the amount you originally invested.

Taking specific long-term market exposure through our
diversified building blocks.
Tactical adjustments
Flexibly adjusting asset allocation to respond to shorterterm developments in the market through ETFs’ liquidity,
intra-day pricing and transparency.
Diversify concentration risk
Our core fixed income ETFs can be used on their own or in
conjunction with investors’ existing building blocks to help
diversify the risks of concentration in a single region, style,
or issuer.

4

Source: JP Morgan, JESG on Cloud Seven, May 2020.

5

Please see our accompanying educational article “Fixed Income ETFs: Fixing the fallacies” for more on this topic.

9
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Meet the teams
With over 28 years’ experience, we are no stranger to
managing index fixed income strategies.6 We manage
$236 billion in index and active fixed income assets at LGIM.

5th
largest global
index fund
manager 7

Running
index funds
since

1986

LGIM Fixed Income:
Scalable & growing business
delivering for clients

Running
Fixed Income
index funds since

1992

$490bn
Total Index
AUM 30/06/20

Managing Fixed Income
Index assets for over

28 years

$236 billion

Fixed Income Index and Active
AUM 30/06/20
Growth in Fixed Income
Index AUM

32%

over 3 years to 30/06/20

19 years

Average industry experience
of Fixed Income Index PMs

Sources for all: LGIM, as at 30 June 2020

6
7

10

Source: LGIM, as at 31 July 2020. Inception of first fixed income index fund was March 1992.
Source: Pensions & Investments, “The largest index managers survey 2019”.
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Experts in
fixed income
The funds are managed by our Global Fixed
Income Index Fund Management team, whose
seven members have an average of 19 years’
experience in the industry each.8 The team
focuses on bond selection and liquidity
management to ensure that each fund is tracking
the relevant index closely while actively taking
steps to lower costs and potentially increase
returns. This approach requires a detailed
knowledge of financial markets and a thorough
understanding of the complexities of index
construction and rebalancing.

Source: LGIM data as at 30 June 2020.
The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up. You may not get back the amount you
originally invested.
8
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About us
What does our experience and expertise mean to investors?

1
2
3

9
10

12

An integrated framework for responsible investing, which seeks
better ESG outcomes.
Leveraging LGIM’s broader active engagement capability, we can have an impact on
issuers where we have a voice.

Active index design to extract more value from markets.
LGIM’s index business has long focused on closely tracking and maximising index
returns for investors, which is how we’ve been able to embed additional techniques
in index construction.

Proactive portfolio management that can benefit from our scale
and expertise.
LGIM’s scale as one of the world’s largest index investors also helps us deliver
improved outcomes when it comes to trading and risk management:

•

Bond selection: portfolio managers use their experience and insights to design
strategies and determine optimal trades for better index replication; they don’t
just buy and sell bonds.

•

Index events: one important aspect of our portfolio management is the
consideration we give to the likely direction of the index. Future events will be
taken into account, for example so that we can try to improve the timing of our
trading in issuers expected to have their credit rating or ESG score upgraded or
downgraded. We thus keep one eye on the future of the index.

•

Trading at scale: our global trading team works collaboratively with our portfolio
management teams to preserve value, mitigate risk and increase implementation
efficiency. In the first half of 2020 alone, our global trading team executed over
600,000 trades across all asset classes, with an aggregate value of more than
$4.3 trillion9. The scale of the team’s activity gives it pricing power with
counterparties, enabling LGIM to transact on favourable terms.

•

Crossing opportunities: a further advantage of our scale is the opportunity it
brings to match clients’ interests. The global trading team engages in a high
degree of ‘crossing’ in cash instruments, a process that creates cost efficiencies
which are fully passed on to our clients. We typically cross 5-10% of all equity and
credit trading internally.10

•

Risk management: we also have dedicated teams focusing on risk oversight,
with an investment risk team which is entirely independent of the portfolio
management team.

Source: LGIM internal data, 30 June 2020.
Source: LGIM internal data, based on period from 31 December 2019 to 30 June 2020.
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LGIM is the investment management
arm of Legal & General Group Plc,
a FTSE 100 company. We are one of
Europe’s largest asset managers and
a major global investor, with over $1.5
trillion in assets under management.11

Source: LGIM internal data as at 30 June 2020. The AUM disclosed aggregates the assets managed by LGIM in the UK, LGIMA in the US, and
LGIM Asia in Hong Kong. The AUM includes the value of securities and derivatives positions.
The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up. You may not get back the amount you
originally invested.
11
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A commitment to
responsible investing

14
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Our purpose is
to create a better
future through
responsible
investing. We
strive to achieve
this through
a strong sense
of partnership
with our clients,
working together
to achieve positive
long-term
outcomes.

3

75

LGIM ranks 3rd out
of the world’s largest
75 asset managers
for stewardship,
transparency and
governance.12
“LGIM, a predominantly passive investor, shows
leading performance. This demonstrates that
passive investors can have a leading approach to
responsible investment.”
(Share Action, 2020)

Explore our ETFs
We provide a wide range of ETFs, to view the
full range please visit www.lgimetf.com
to learn more.

Source: Share Action, ‘Point of no returns’, March 2020.
This survey analysed the world’s 75 largest asset managers
on a range of responsible investment themes, including
governance, climate change, biodiversity and human and
labour rights, as well as ESG products, voting record, and
engagement on ESG issues.
12
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Contact us
For further information about LGIM, please visit www.lgimetf.com or contact your usual LGIM representative

Key risks
Past performance is not a guide to the future. The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not
guaranteed and can go down as well as up, you may not get back the amount you originally invested.
Important information
The information contained in this document (the ‘Information’) has been prepared by LGIM Managers Europe
Limited (‘LGIM Europe’), or by its affiliates (‘Legal & General’, ‘we’ or ‘us’). Such Information is the property
and/or confidential information of Legal & General and may not be disclosed by you to any other person
without the prior written consent of Legal & General.
No party shall have any right of action against Legal & General in relation to the accuracy or completeness of
the Information, or any other written or oral information made available in connection with this publication.
Any investment advice that we provide to you is based solely on the limited initial information which you
have provided to us. No part of this or any other document or presentation provided by us shall be deemed
to constitute ‘proper advice’ for the purposes of the Investment Intermediaries Act 1995 (as amended). Any
limited initial advice given relating to professional services will be further discussed and negotiated in order
to agree formal investment guidelines which will form part of written contractual terms between the parties.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The value of an investment and any income taken from it
is not guaranteed and can go down as well as up; you may not get back the amount you originally invested.
The Information has been produced for use by a professional investor and their advisors only. It should not
be distributed without our permission.
A summary of investor rights associated with an investment in the Fund shall be available from
www.lgim.com/investor_rights.
The risks associated with each fund or investment strategy are set out in this publication, its KIID, the
relevant prospectus or investment management agreement (as applicable) and these should be read and
understood before making any investment decisions. A copy of the relevant documentation can be obtained
from your Client Relationship Manager. A copy of the English version of the prospectus of the Fund and
the key investor information document relating to the Fund is available at www.lgim.com and may also
be obtained from your Client Relationship Manager. Where required under national rules, the key investor
information document will also be available in the local language of the relevant EEA Member State.
Confidentiality and limitations:
Unless otherwise agreed by Legal & General in writing, the Information in this document (a) is for information
purposes only and we are not soliciting any action based on it, and (b) is not a recommendation to buy or sell
securities or pursue a particular investment strategy; and (c) is not investment, legal, regulatory or tax advice.
Any trading or investment decisions taken by you should be based on your own analysis and judgment
(and/or that of your professional advisors) and not in reliance on us or the Information. To the fullest extent
permitted by law, we exclude all representations, warranties, conditions, undertakings and all other terms of
any kind, implied by statute or common law, with respect to the Information including (without limitation) any
representations as to the quality, suitability, accuracy or completeness of the Information.
Any projections, estimates or forecasts included in the Information (a) shall not constitute a guarantee of
future events, (b) may not consider or reflect all possible future events or conditions relevant to you (for
example, market disruption events); and (c) may be based on assumptions or simplifications that may not be
relevant to you.
The Information is provided ‘as is' and 'as available’. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Legal & General
accepts no liability to you or any other recipient of the Information for any loss, damage or cost arising from,
or in connection with, any use or reliance on the Information. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing,
Legal & General does not accept any liability for any indirect, special or consequential loss howsoever
caused and, on any theory, or liability, whether in contract or tort (including negligence) or otherwise, even if
Legal & General has been advised of the possibility of such loss.
A decision may be taken at any time to terminate the arrangements made for the marketing of the Fund in
any EEA Member State in which it is currently marketed. In such circumstances, investors in the affected
EEA member state will be notified of this decision and will be provided with the opportunity to redeem their
shareholding in the Fund free of any charges or deductions for at least 30 working days from the date of
such notification.

Third party data:
Where this document contains third party data ('Third Party Data’), we cannot guarantee the accuracy,
completeness or reliability of such Third-Party Data and accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever in
respect of such Third-Party Data.
Publication, amendments and updates:
We are under no obligation to update or amend the Information or correct any errors in the Information
following the date it was delivered to you. Legal & General reserves the right to update this document and/or
the Information at any time and without notice.
Although the Information contained in this document is believed to be correct as at the time of printing or
publication, no assurance can be given to you that this document is complete or accurate in the light of
information that may become available after its publication. The Information may not take into account any
relevant events, facts or conditions that have occurred after the publication or printing of this document.
Telephone recording:
As required under applicable laws Legal & General will record all telephone and electronic communications
and conversations with you that result or may result in the undertaking of transactions in financial
instruments on your behalf. Such records will be kept for a period of five years (or up to seven years upon
request from the Central Bank of Ireland (or such successor from time to time)) and will be provided to you
upon request.
In the United Kingdom and outside the European Economic Area, it is issued by Legal & General Investment
Management Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 119272. Registered
in England and Wales No. 02091894 with registered office at One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA.
In the European Economic Area, it is issued by LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited, authorised by the Central
Bank of Ireland as a UCITS management company (pursuant to European Communities (Undertakings for
Collective Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations, 2011 (S.I. No. 352 of 2011), as amended) and
as an alternative investment fund manager with “top up” permissions which enable the firm to carry out
certain additional MiFID investment services (pursuant to the European Union (Alternative Investment Fund
Managers) Regulations 2013 (S.I. No. 257 of 2013), as amended). Registered in Ireland with the Companies
Registration Office (No. 609677). Registered Office: 70 Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin, 2, Ireland. Regulated
by the Central Bank of Ireland (No. C173733).
LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited operates a branch network in the European Economic Area, which is
subject to supervision by the Central Bank of Ireland. In Italy, the branch office of LGIM Managers (Europe)
Limited is subject to limited supervision by the Commissione Nazionale per le società e la Borsa (“CONSOB”)
and is registered with Banca d’Italia (no. 23978.0) with registered office at Via Uberto Visconti di Modrone,
15, 20122 Milan, (Companies’ Register no. MI - 2557936). In Germany, the branch office of LGIM Managers
(Europe) Limited is subject to limited supervision by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority
(“BaFin”). In the Netherlands, the branch office of LGIM Managers (Europe) Limited is subject to limited
supervision by the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (“AFM“) and it is included in the register held by
the AFM and registered with the trade register of the Chamber of Commerce under number 74481231.Details
about the full extent of our relevant authorisations and permissions are available from us upon request. For
further information on our products (including the product prospectuses), please visit our website.
© 2021 Legal & General Investment Management Limited. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may
be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying and recording, without
the written permission of the publishers.

